There's a lot to say about AppFusions
About AppFusions
Bridging technology, people and silos – since April 2010
AppFusions is a systems integrations company dedicated to building and mainstreaming integration bridges between best-of breed work systems.
AppFusions believes it is logical and natural to expect these systems to cooperate together. Our packaged integrations solve many hard yet
common "system cooperation" problems.

Bridges for efficiency
AppFusions builds integration solutions, not just links.
Our solutions are full-function platform-native user experiences/applications. They are use case driven, and designed for scale and deployment
simplicity. Bridged systems allow you to:
work more efficiently when you stop
jumping between browsers and logins,
stop duplicating data and content
entry,
stop storing files in multiple platforms
or repositories,
stop wrestling with incompatible import/
export formats,
continue a workflow from one system
to the next, seamlessly (and many
more scenarios).
In short, stop working harder, not smarter.
Integrations allow you to get more done, faster.
AppFusions' integrations do not feel like
integrations. The integrated "other system"
becomes a first-class citizen in the host system. Everything feels native.

Confession: we are obsessed!
Ok, we admit: we are obsessed on what we do.
We want to enable, optimize, and grow system-to-system communications and collaborations everywhere. And we mean everywhere! In an
organization, bridged systems increase engagement and smooth relationships, bringing together technologies, people, silos.
While we are always pushing our experience beyond any current day, our primary technical experience is in the platforms we have packaged
solutions with:

IBM Connections and Sametime
Microsoft OneDrive, Office 365,
OneDrive, Yammer...
Box
Dropbox
Egnyte
Alfresco
GitHub
New Relic
Twitter
Asana
Google Drive, Google Analytics
Atlassian systems (JIRA,
Confluence,...)
Salesforce
WordPress
Lingotek (Translations)
Mixpanel
UserVoice
Doxygen
Authentication and SSO (single
sign-on) technologies like
Kerberos, SAML2, Google, CAS,
OAuth2

Supporting beyond...
Naturally our customers have unique network and system needs beyond integrations as well.
To date, AppFusions has prided itself in only retaining top-grade talent, both technically and with well-rounded communication skills. Our
customers demand that, and we do not like to disappoint!
Our professional services offerings augment our products, covering all sides of enterprise deployment and network requirements: installations,
configurations, architecture definition, data migrations, custom extensions, single sign-on, high availability, hosting, and anything else a customer
needs with the technologies we work with.
AppFusions have been privileged to secure the trust of some of the most well-known corporations in the world: CA Technologies, AT&T, Neiman
Marcus, Coca-Cola, Broadcom, Netflix, Pinterest, Amgen, Hubspot, Marketo, Seagate, HealthEdge, Cadence, and many more.
AppFusions can help you with:
Any flavor integrations and migrations - and we mean any
Standardize and/or integrate best-of-breed platforms and information
Streamline IT management and support needs
Adhere to protocols and standards, leveraging technology
Optimize workflows across organization
Optimize software development processes
Cost management with custom development
Implement solutions for highly-regulated industries

...and anything else.
Just try to break our back. Others have tried; it does not break easily, and has not broke
yet!

Beyond that...
Honestly, there's a whole lot more to say! We're moving fast!
Give us a shout!
We'd much rather chat and/or meet you in person than having you just reading about us here.
Email us
Tweet to us at @appfusions
Call +1 888.516.2890
We'll tell you more about us, and love to learn about you...
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